**CCWG Timeline – 16 Feb 2015**

**Key Deliverable Dates:**
- **23 Mar**: Face to Face; location TBD (12 Calendar Days to Ready Draft WS1 Proposal)
  - Four weeks to F2F
  - Tentative High Intensity Sessions (remote)
  - Dependencies WA3,4 & WP1,2 & Draft overall proposal
- **06 Apr**: Launch 30 day public comment; closes 5 May
  - Two weeks to review PCs
- **20 May**: Submit Final WS1 Proposal to SO/ACs
  - Three weeks to approve / GAC may require BA to approve or intercessional TBD
- **12 Jun**: Submit Final WS1 Proposal to ICANN Board

**Risk Factors**
- **1)** Duration to acquire legal advice or contradiction of advice
- **2)** Not enough time to approve; GAC may require F2F
- **3)** Lack of consensus
- **4)** Not enough detail in proposal

**Meeting Legend**
- ICANN Meeting
- Face to Face Meeting
- High Intensity Meeting

**Draft Proposal – WS1**

**Draft Proposal – WS2**

**Implementation Oversight**

---

**Initial Meetings / Define WAs**

**Charter Development & SO/AC Approval**

**Work Area 1**

**Work Area 2**

**Work Area 3**

**Work Area 4**

**Legal Advice**

**Public Comment**

---

**ICANN 51**: Frankfurt

**ICANN 52**: TBD

**ICANN 53**: TBD

**ICANN 54**: TBD

---

**ICANN Board**

**NTIA Review**

---

**ICANN Meeting**

**Face to Face Meeting**

**High Intensity Meeting**

**Draft Proposal – WS2**

**Draft Proposal – WS2**

**Public Comment**

---

**30 days**

**40 days**

**30 days**

---

**12 Mar**

**20 May**

**12 Jun**

---

**2014**

**2015**